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Inside this PDF you will find all the answers to the questions we get asked most. We 
have divided these questions and answers into the 12 main areas of starting an Amazon 
FBA business.

If you have a question for us that we didn’t answer in this PDF please post it in our 
Facebook Group. You can join our Facebook Group by Clicking Here

Amazon FBA | Frequently Asked Questions
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#1 Product Research

If I do a Google patents search and discover that the same or 
similar item is already patented, should I find a different product?

It depends. Some patents are vague and don’t apply to the item you want to private 
label. It also depends how long ago the patent was filed. Most utility patents are 
granted for 20 years.

The products I’m searching for don’t have any results on Google 
Trends, does that mean I should choose a different product?

No. Not having results on Google Trends isn’t necessarily a bad thing. Google Trends 
is a tool to help you determine if a product is cyclical or is gaining demand. Some 
products have no general trend which means it should expect consistent sales (which 
could be better). 

What is the ideal BSR range when choosing a product?

A BSR of 2500-25,000 will have less competition and you are more likely to succeed. 
A BSR of 500-1500 will be much more competitive and perhaps more difficult to do. 

How can I determine the best selection criteria in other markets?

It is hard to determine, right now our information is based on the US Market. We are 
working on a formula to determine ranges in every single market, but the best way 
we can recommend currently is to determine all of the products in that category and 
multiply it by 0.1% and 1% - that would be your range. 

Would “Outdoor & Sports” be a good category to source from, for 
example cycling?

That category is incredibly competitive and you will usually want some credibility in 
that category. For example, if you are a professional cyclist--that would help a lot--or at 
least have them in the photos. Credibility is a huge thing, and if you can show that off 
in your photos, you will have an instant boost in sales.
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#1 Product Research, Continued

What is the difference between Jungle Scout and Unicorn 
Smasher?

The quick answer - Unicorn Smasher is free but not as accurate and only works on 
Chrome. JungleScout works well and is our personal pick. Both sites only work in the 
US Marketplace. 

What is the difference between Jungle Scout Pro and the JS 
Business Web App?

Jungle Scout Pro has a one time fee of $197 fee but you’ll get access to unlimited 
products, it is definitely a necessity in the Amazon FBA world. The JS Web App is 
pretty cool too. You can use their product database to scrape items and narrow it 
down in Excel. I would start with the JungleScout Pro Extension first though and then 
evaluate if you actually need the web app after you’re pursuing more products. Be sure 
to get a discount using this link! https://goo.gl/HVdxvg

Does it make sense to sell “bundles” of certain items?

Products that are cheap or small are good for bundles. 

Should I avoid selling “Amazon Choice” Items

Amazon choice doesn’t really mean much, you can definitely beat them if your product 
has good criteria. 

What is the minimum threshold for profit margin?

A good profit margin is 30-40% or more. Minimum I would recommend would be 
20% profit margin. 
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#1 Product Research, Continued

How many sellers would considered limited competition? How 
many sellers would be highly competitive?

This is highly subjective, and completely depends on the category and the offers 
of the product. For example, multiple types/colors/use cases would allow for 
more competition, while singular use cases where one size fits all would allow less 
competition. As a general rule of thumb, I consider 5 or less limit competition, while 
greater than 20 highly competitive.
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#2 Product Sourcing (Ordering from a Supplier)

On average, how long does shipping take on an initial order from 
a supplier? 

Shipping typically takes 3-5 days by DHL, or 5-7 days by Fedex/UPS. Typically 
shipping quotes include the lead time to create and package the product, plus the 
shipping time. 

What steps do I need to take to “verify” the supplier or make sure 
I get exactly what I want from the supplier?

To get exactly what you want from the supplier you need to communicate effectively. 
Use Skype, send emails, use pictures, repeat what you want multiple times and make sure 
they are doing what you want them to do. And finally, make sure you get a sample before 
placing a large order. This is always the safest thing to do to make sure the supplier is 
producing good products. Use common sense to help determine if a seller is reliable. 

How can I bundle two products from different suppliers?

If you are outside of the United States this can be very difficult. I usually find a 
single supplier who will carry both items and bundle them for me. If they must be 
two different suppliers, you must use an FBA Preparation Facility such as https://
fbainspection.com. Amazon will not do this for you. We recommend using a red sticker 
on the packaging that says “This is a set, do not separate” if you are using poly bags to 
bundle the items. FBA warehouse workers do NOT treat items with care and I’ve had 
lots of issues with cheap packaging.

When ordering my product, is it best to get multiple colors or pick 
a standard color?

We recommend starting off with a standard color so that you don’t have to invest a lot 
of money up front (most suppliers have MOQs for each color type). If you have the 
capital, then go ahead and pick multiple colors (or if your supplier doesn’t charge extra 
for different colors)
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#2 Product Sourcing, Continued

Should I hire a sourcing agent in China?

They are very expensive. We recommend doing it yourself to start with. 

Do we have to pay duty fees to get the products to the US?

No, typically the supplier will pay them. 

How do you know which Amazon warehouse to have your items 
shipped too?

Please read this 3-part blog journey and you will have your answer + more knowledge! 
https://www.importpanda.com/amazon-fba-sample/

Some of the suppliers I have been exchanging inquiries with have 
requested my Skype and WhatsApp information. Is this something 
that you would recommend we do or not?

Definitely would recommend, I use Skype and WhatsApp with my suppliers all the 
time. Alibaba chat is just clunky!

Should I pay Amazon to label my products for me?

No - it is too expensive. Your supplier will do this for free. 

What is the most cost effective way to ship products from China to 
the Amazon warehouse?

That is one of the hard parts about importing, and depending on the weight of your 
product--you choose a shipping method. I usually use Air shipping for my products 
(because I find light and small products) and usually use DHL, but also look at UPS, 
FEDEX. Sometimes I use sea shipping, but that is for really heavy items and it is a 
pain. It also can end up costing more depending on your quantity. If your product 
doesn’t make sense to price it at a 5X (or at LEAST 4X) price point for shipping+cost 
then I highly suggest looking for a new product. The reason I use air: fast, small 
quantity (so I don’t store too much inventory at Amazon), and relatively cheap.
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#2 Product Sourcing, Continued

Do you have any recommendations for freight forwarding 
companies?

Personally I either do everything by air through my supplier or http://fbaforward.com

Should you fill out a non-disclosure agreement or NDA with a 
foreign supplier before you submit drawings of your product?

If it gives you peace of mind, sure. However, if they really want to copy your product 
without your permission, they will regardless of the NDA. I personally never ask for an 
NDA, but it does depend on a lot more factors. 

When you do choose to have a logo/brand name put onto the item, what is the 
industry standard image format? PNG? How much does it typically cost and is it worth 
the investment in custom brand graphics?

There is no industry standard format, generally all types are accepted, however some 
suppliers want a specific format, and they will tell you. I typically send PNG files. 

It depends on the product, but costs vary and it depends if its worth it based on the 
product as well. I would do due diligence and get pricing before you decide if custom 
brand graphics are worth it.

How many items would to stock to start? For example, would it be 
better to stock 300 of one item, or 100 of 3 different items?

This depends on how much you expect to sell. I always start off with 1 color of a 
certain item and usually choose 50-100 units. It is best to determine the monthly sales 
your item will receive and buy 1-2 months of inventory.
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#3 Legal (i.e. Setting Up a Business)

What is my legal company name?

If you don’t have a registered company, you can use your first and last name instead. 

Where can I search to make sure I’m not using someone else’s 
brand or violating any patents?

You can check the US Trademark Database at https://www.uspto.gov/trademarks-
application-process/search-trademark-database and Google Patents https://patents.
google.com

At what point does it make sense to trademark my own brand?

At 1000+ sales per month

Do you have to be a US resident to sell on Amazon FBA?

No

Are there any legal obligations (permits, import certificates, etc) 
required for FBA?

It is best to check with a lawyer regarding any legal obligations.

What does it mean if a product is “licensed”?

That means the seller licenses those products through the copyright owner. Do not 
proceed with that product unless you talk to the copyright owner

Long term - is it best to have an LLC or S corp  
(or some formal business structure?). 

It would be best to consult a lawyer. However, you can always start with a sole 
proprietorship (free) and later upgrade to an LLC or S corp. 
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#4 Pricing Your Product

Can I give my friends a link to my Amazon product and offer a 
coupon code?

Yes, but you can not incentivize them to leave a review. 

Is it a good idea to price my listing lower than similar items to 
have my first sale?

Initially, I would recommend having a lower price, but it does depend on the quality of 
the product and the listing. I try to get initial momentum with lower prices, giveaways, 
and Amazon PPC ads in the beginning.
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#5 Listing Your Product On Amazon

What does Amazon do, and what am I responsible for as the seller?

The only thing Amazon does is offer you the platform to sell on, and pick, pack, and 
ship your item. You need to do the UPC codes, FNSKU from Amazon, your own 
boxes, etc. I would recommend first sending the product to yourself and then to 
Amazon if this is possible--it is much easier to do it this way first. 

If I have a product that has different sizes and colors, do I need a 
separate UPC code for each color and each size?

Yes, you will need separate UPC codes for each color and size. 

Do I need to have a UPC code printed on the product or 
packaging for import purposes? Or is having the ASIN printed on 
the product good enough?

No. You will have the FNSKU on the product packaging. DO NOT put UPC on the 
packaging, Amazon workers will get confused.

Should I purchase UPC codes from a third party vendor?

3rd party UPC codes will work, however they are not in your business name and 
Amazon has the right to take the listing down. GS1 codes are registered in your 
business name and you own it, obviously more expensive though. I believe you can use 
a sole proprietorship for GS1 registry though.

Can I list my product on multiple platforms?

Yes. You can sell via eBay while your products are at Amazon. You can choose “create 
fulfillment order” where Amazon ships your items to eBay customers.
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#5 Listing Your Product On Amazon, Continued

What are the steps to list products, order them, and put them into 
Amazon’s Inventory?

We plan to cover this content in another course that is still under development. For 
now, please reference https://www.importpanda.com/amazon-fba-sample/

My product is going to arrive at Amazon sooner than I expected 
and my listing doesn’t have a perfect description and pictures yet. 
Should I keep the listing inactive for now until it is complete?

Put your listing as ACTIVE ASAP, then change the description and title as it is live. 

When I initially add my product to Amazon, the product name will 
generate the FNSKU label. After the label is generated, can I edit 
my product name to something more “keyword rich.”

Yes, you can change it whenever and it doesn’t matter if the product title is different.

Once I create the listing to generate FNSKU, I have to click “Save 
& FInish”. After I do this, can I edit my listing again? And how do I 
make sure my listing is not live after I click “Save & Finish”?

Yes, your product will not be live until the products are at Amazon. 

Does the product UPC code need to be on the item itself?

No

Where can the FNSKU be placed?

The FNSKU is required, but can be on the item or on the packaging.
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#5 Listing Your Product On Amazon, Continued

What kind of documentation do you have to submit to sell in 
certain categories?

This is Amazon-specific and they will give you the requirements for each category. One 
of these requirements is typically supplier invoices.

If I am sending Amazon a replacement product (my current 
product has a slight design flaw), should I assign a new FNSKU 
label to the replacement product?

No, you should always use your current FNSKU, and remove your defective product.

If a customer returns a product to Amazon, will the restock the 
item and send “as-is” or opened to other sellers? How can I 
prevent that from happening?

They usually restock as-is, unless the customer returned as a defect. Amazon will 
typically inspect the item before sending these items.
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#6 Launching Your Product (Advertising)

I’m having a hard time signing up and using Keyword Planner 
from Google Adwords, can you help?

Here is a quick video walking you through the entire process: https://www.
importpanda.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/KeywordPlanner.mp4 Keyword 
Planner is free with your Google Account. 

What do you do with products that don’t sell well or for some 
reason stopped selling?

The best idea is to liquidate them by selling in bulk on either Craigslist or eBay. 
Amazon will send the products back to you for a small fee.

How can we boost traffic to our product and boost sales?

You could start with Sponsored Advertising
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#7 Product Reviews

How do I increase the number of reviews on my new  
product listings?

You could use something like ViralLaunch or JumpSend

Do deeply discounted giveaways work to improve  
product rankings?

Yes, they do.

Can my friends and family purchase my product at full price and 
leave an honest review without violating Amazon’s TOS?

Yes, however Amazon does track IP addresses, and they will most likely remove this 
review. I recommend to not get friends and family to purchase your product. 

I am using Feedback genius and see that most of my customers 
have opted out of receiving emails from Amazon sellers. I have a 
limited number of reviews for my products - I have the option of 
sending email to customers manually is this a good option if they 
opted out of receiving emails from Amazon sellers?

I would definitely recommend manual emails, it is generally more personalized and has 
a higher review rate.
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#8 Optimizing Your Product Listing

How can I increase my seller rating and help my products get on 
the first page. 

Don’t focus on your seller rating, focus on your product and ratings will come. Provide 
an excellent product with excellent marketing and they will come. The more authentic, 
the better. You could do PPC ads to get sales and get to the first page faster.

Is it better to have one listing that shows multiple product 
variations, or have one listing for each individual product variation

One listing with multiple variations will increase your BSR. 

Can I use trademarked phrases in the backend keywords of my 
Amazon listings?

Yes

My product is not showing up under the correct category, how can 
I change this?

Contact Amazon Seller Support and they will change the category. 

I will be unable to respond to customer inquiries for 2-3 days 
while traveling - will Amazon flag my account by not responding in 
a timely fashion?

Amazon takes care of customer inquiries on their end, that is why Amazon FBA is so 
great!
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#9 Building a Brand

How do I re-brand my product? 

In order to rebrand your product, you could ask the supplier to put your logo on 
it (stitched, branded, etc) and you can also create your own packaging with your 
branding. The packaging branding can be bought from somewhere like Fiverr or be 
done on your own. You would provide the imagery to the supplier and they would put 
it on the product it for you.

How important is packaging?

When starting out, you may want to opt for the cheapest packaging to make sure the 
item sells, then later invest more time and money on packaging. 

Does it make sense to have multiple brands with a few products in 
each, or one large brand that covers multiple categories?

Multiple brands is OK but they should have a specific type of product category. 

I am planning to make Youtube Videos to showcase my products 
that happen to have three different brands under 3 different 
categories. Should I make a channel for all brands, or one channel 
per brand.

Separate channels per brand, however YouTube might be too much effort. 

Should I start a subscription based service for my product?

If you want a monthly subscription service you would need a prep center (unless one of 
your suppliers has everything you want). A subscription company is all about logistics 
(which is what Amazon FBA handles for you). If you want a subscription business you 
don’t really need Amazon FBA, nor would you want to.
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#9 Building a Brand, Continued

If someone like us does the research, identifies products - what is 
to stop them from copying the listing and competing on price?

What can be done? Make a better listing and get it to be seen before them. Once your 
product is up there and doing consistently well, it’s harder to compete. Build a brand--
when that is built, they can’t do much.  

What website or service do you recommend to create an eBook 
for my product?

I recommend making it yourself, or hiring a freelancer from Upwork. 

What social media platforms would you recommend to launch a 
page for the business/advertise?

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest
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#10 Taxes & Finances

What accounting software do you recommend to keep track of 
profits and sales

Fetcher is the #1 accounting software for Amazon sellers. I personally use Fetcher for 
all of my business metrics, and it is essentially running my Amazon businesses! It saves 
hours of time in Excel spreadsheets and navigating on Seller Central.

Can I link my Seller Account with my personal bank 
account or must I have a new business account?
A personal bank account is acceptable. 

In your experience, on average what is rate of investment for 
an item that we import and sell on Amazon FBA in 60 days? For 
example, if we invest $1,000 to import an item from Alibaba and 
sell it in FBA Amazon, on average how much profit we get in the 
next 6 months? 

Depends how aggressive you market and how successful your product is and how fast 
your supplier can ship new products. At 60 days, with a $1000 investment, I would 
expect a seller to be just turning a profit or at a breakeven point. The thing is that you 
usually want to take that $1000 investment (which turns into $2000 for example) and 
put all of that money back into the business either through PPC ads, more inventory, 
or other expenses. So there won’t be real profit, but your investment would have 
doubled. Short Answer: if this were a one-off product, you would most likely turn a 
$1000 investment into somewhere between $1500-$2000 (much better than the stock 
market on average!)
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#11 Automation

Do you recommend using software applications like Feedback 
Genius or Salesbacker to automate the process of asking for 
reviews and seller feedback?

Yes, we use Feedback Genius although both software options are good.
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#12 Non U.S. Sellers

Where can I calculate FBA fees for different Amazon 
Marketplaces, such as Europe? 

There are specific FBA Revenue Calculators for different Amazon Marketplaces. The 
link for Europe is https://sellercentral.amazon.com/hz/fba/profitabilitycalculator/
index?lang=en_GB

I am based in the UK - would the numbers on the product 
selection cheat sheet still apply to me?

No, you should not be using the same numbers for a different market. You can sell 
on the US market if you’d like, but if you want to stick with the UK market you will 
have to adapt your numbers. Unfortunately, the numbers we have used in the course 
are based off of years of research I’ve been doing. However, the BSR will be compared 
to the overall UK market. I would suggest getting used to the US market with these 
numbers and adapt by creating your own scheme in the UK market that is a reflection 
of the US market--it won’t be perfect, but it will definitely work!

When selling on Amazon UK - should the interval price should be 
the same? 

Yes, that is exactly what you want to do. The reasoning behind that price range is 
because it is a price where you will have a large enough profit margin (after amazon fees 
etc), but the price isn’t so high that the consumer actually has to think about buying 
it. For example: when you buy a product, do you really think that hard about buying 
something that is $20? How about $200? Exactly. So it is more of a happy medium 
between your profit and the consumers thought process.

What would be the best price range for choosing products in 
another country?

Most of our information is geared towards American sellers. To find a minimum, find 
somewhere where fees are 1/5 of price (i.e. 15*.2=3) and for max price, multiply min 
price by 5 (15*5=75)
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https://sellercentral.amazon.com/hz/fba/profitabilitycalculator/index?lang=en_GB
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Are there differences between Amazon platforms in different 
countries (example - UK vs US)

Yes, definitely! Some marketplaces are more competitive (US is the most competitive) 
while other marketplaces are not, having less items on them. Less competition also 
usually means less buyers. Most Americans know of or use Amazon, however in other 
countries this is not always the case. Some marketplaces may also like different items 
and you should advertise to different marketplaces, well, differently.

What kind of taxes am I responsible for as a non-US citizen?

If you’re a US citizen or green card holder, then you’re subject to US tax on your 
worldwide income, no matter where you live. However, there are special rules you can 
take advantage of to lower your US tax (such as the foreign earned income exclusion).

Then, there are special structures you can use to best take advantage of those special 
rules and pay as little US tax as possible (very often NO US tax, all perfectly legally). 
For example, when you operate an Amazon FBA business, it’s generally best to do that 
through a non-US corporation. Then, the corporation can pay you a salary of up to 
$100k per year, and your US tax bill will be $0. See this article for more detail.

If you’re NOT a US citizen or green card holder, the situation is entirely different. 
Here’s how it works:

A non-US person is subject to US tax on business income only if they’re “engaged in a 
trade or business in the US” (or “ETBUS” for short). A non-US person is ETBUS only 
if two things are true:

1. They have at least one employee or dependent agent in the US, and

2. That person does something substantial to further the business (not just 
something administrative or ministerial).

http://www.importpanda.com/?utm_source=masterfaq&utm_medium=PDF
https://www.importpanda.com/community?utm_source=masterfaq&utm_medium=pdf
http://ustax.bz/reduce-or-eliminate-your-u-s-tax-with-the-foreign-earned-income-exclusion/
http://ustax.bz/how-to-structure-your-non-u-s-business-or-profession/
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Amazon is not an employee or dependent agent of yours, they’re an independent 
agent—they have their own business going on, and you’re simply a client. So, just 
selling stuff on Amazon all by itself would NOT make you ETBUS.

So, here’s the bottom line: If you’re not a US citizen or green card holder, and you 
haven’t hired an employee or independent contractor in the US to operate your 
business, then you won’t owe US federal income tax.”

from: https://www.quora.com/If-I-am-based-outside-the-US-and-am-selling-on-
Amazon-using-FBA-in-the-US-do-I-have-to-pay-income-taxes-in-the-US-Will-I-be-
better-off-setting-up-a-company-in-the-US

Are services like Unicorn Smasher effective in other markets?

No, they are not, which is why I recommend using 999 Cart Tracking Methods, which 
is accurate in all markets.

If I check my Amazon seller account while in a different country, 
will my account be suspended for suspicious activity?

No, it will not. You can be an Amazon FBA Digital Nomad from anywhere!

http://www.importpanda.com/?utm_source=masterfaq&utm_medium=PDF
https://www.importpanda.com/community?utm_source=masterfaq&utm_medium=pdf
https://www.quora.com/If-I-am-based-outside-the-US-and-am-selling-on-Amazon-using-FBA-in-the-US-do-I-have-to-pay-income-taxes-in-the-US-Will-I-be-better-off-setting-up-a-company-in-the-US
https://www.quora.com/If-I-am-based-outside-the-US-and-am-selling-on-Amazon-using-FBA-in-the-US-do-I-have-to-pay-income-taxes-in-the-US-Will-I-be-better-off-setting-up-a-company-in-the-US
https://www.quora.com/If-I-am-based-outside-the-US-and-am-selling-on-Amazon-using-FBA-in-the-US-do-I-have-to-pay-income-taxes-in-the-US-Will-I-be-better-off-setting-up-a-company-in-the-US
https://www.quora.com/If-I-am-based-outside-the-US-and-am-selling-on-Amazon-using-FBA-in-the-US-do-I-have-to-pay-income-taxes-in-the-US-Will-I-be-better-off-setting-up-a-company-in-the-US
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